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First in the market Virtual Power Plant Platform

What?

As demands on traditional energy networks increase, this solution will increasingly 
be provided by the establishment of dynamic, connected networks that are able to 
address key issues affecting all stakeholders in today’s energy market:

Minimising Consumption:
Permanently eliminating wasted consumption by both incorporating  
energy efficient assets and also by eliminating ‘wasted’ energy. Up to 
25% of energy consumption is associated with activities and tasks, such 
as standby consumption, that are unnecessary.

Optimising Consumption:
The ability, in real-time, to manage the time of consumption and the 
source of generation used. Managing non-essential consumption away 
from peak times and optimising embedded generation and storage to 
minimise the cost of energy during peak periods. 

Monetising Consumption:
Earning revenue by allowing your consumption profile to be used to help 
balance the grid. A dynamic platform that manages the optimisation of 
consumption with revenue available from grid based Demand Response 
Programmes. 

Kiplo is the first, proven platform that provides integrated Power 
Optimisation via a single platform. Providing solutions at both 
single building and grid scale, Kiplo utilises granular real-time 
data to provide ongoing optimisation of the connected network. 
Future proofed, it seamlessly incorporates and optimises changes 
in input costs such as the implementation of differential pricing 
tariffs, lowering costs of storage or significant increases in carbon 
taxes.

Supported by our own team of experts Kiplo provides the market 
with the Virtual Power Plant of the future today.

Kiplo makes Virtual Power Plants a reality today. Optimising consumption, 
generation, storage and grids, Kiplo is an advanced Power Optimisation 
software platform.



Energy Consumers

The sustainable management of energy costs is increasingly important to all types of energy 
consumers. The increase of energy costs, driven by the implementation of peak pricing 
tariffs, rising network charges, as well as governments commitment to consistently increase 
carbon taxes, will have long term impact on every energy consumer. 

Knowing what and where you are consuming, and how to stay optimised to face changing 
costs of equipment and especially government legislation, makes it difficult to consistently 
invest, on the long term, in one solution.

Embedding Kiplo in your organisation and being part of a Kiplo Connected Network™ 
provides you with a range of significant benefits:

Energy Consumers, Utilities and Network Operators 

Who?

Reduce excessive and abnormal energy consumption together 
with a range of Energy Conservation Measures (ECM’s)

Be prepared and protected from new energy policies such as 
peak pricing tariffs

Maximise benefits from the use of embedded generation

Have greater control and knowledge of energy usage with 
seamless integration into existing systems, processes and day-
to-day operations

Create additional value via the ability to provide load into Demand 
Response Programmes (eg. STOR) 

Be supported by a team of energy experts

Kiplo™ Product Range meet the criteria for Enhanced Capital Allowance as specified 
in The Energy Technology Criteria List (ETCL)



Utilities

Increasing competition, and better informed consumers with increasing willingness to switch to 
lower tariffs, are driving a much more fluid customer base for utilities and increasing the cost of 
customer acquisition and retention.
By implementing a Kiplo Connected Network™ across their customer base, Utilities drive 
additional value for themselves and their customers by:

Reducing their customers consumption, driving value, trust and loyalty 

Having real-time consumption data and real-time control to manage 
settlement positions

Establishing a two-way communication with consumers to increase the 
‘touch points’ and the strengthen the relationship with customers

As an operator of a Kiplo Connected Network™, generating additional 
revenue by aggregating demand for inclusion in Demand Response 
Programmes

Kiplo provides utilities with the option 
to own and operate their customers 
demand and generation as a single 
Virtual Power Plant.



Network Operators

Long term management of network capacity and impact on the network from, intermittent, 
renewable generation is critical for network operators. By establishing or partnering with Kiplo 
Connected Networks™, Network Operators have access to large scale demand management 
that can:

Be used to manage existing network constraints 

Optimise the use of renewables and the impact on network frequency

Provide granular data to assist in the design and management of future 
networks

Ultimately, replace additional central generation with connected 
networks that can manage demand and supply at a local level



Kiplo Connected Networks™

How?

Created out of 10 years of experience, Kiplo has been designed 
to bring together efficient consumption management and the 
long term needs of reducing CO2 and the costs of maintaining 
networks and the provision of central generation for managing 
demand peaks.

By monitoring and managing accurate real-time data from 
demand side, distributed generation and energy storage, Kiplo 
allows the user to minimise energy consumption, permanently 
eliminating unnecessary waste, optimise the time and source of 
consumption to manage the impact on consumers of changing 
energy tariffs, and monetise the demand side loads by making 
it available to, Network Operator promoted, Demand Response 
Programmes.

Kiplo’s Value Creation - The smart design embedded within the 
Kiplo Smart Engine™ optimises Kiplo Connected Networks™ as 
Virtual Power Plants by processing real time, granular data into 
automated actions across the network. Creating a ‘virtuous circle’ 
of optimisation the Kiplo Smart Engine™ constantly updates inputs 
and the needs of consumers to dynamically optimise the operation 
of the Virtual Power Plant and the value created. Demand
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Cutting-edge technology
Energy cloud, Big Data, IoT, Mobile 
apps and advanced UX

Energy Cloud
Advanced cloud capabilities to enable 
connected real-time energy optimisation 
data. Balancing generation with demand, 
optimising the source of, and price of power 
from the grid, local generation or storage 
capacity, without compromising the comfort 
of end-users. Facilitating optimisation of 
energy buying decisions in the energy 
market.  

Big Data
Advanced forecasting smart engine for 
consumption and generation, providing 
the prediction of renewable energy 
(wind, PV) generation as a function of 
weather forecasting and reporting of 
actual generation, and building’s energy 
consumption.

IoT
Scalable connected network that connects 
a wide range of sensors and actuators, 
utilising several communication protocols, 
and allows seamless third party integration 
through API and web services.

Mobile apps and advanced UX  
Energy dashboard and mobile apps 
(for both demand side and supply side) 
that displays an integrated overview of 
consumption, energy generation, storage 
and savings and supports the main 
requirements for Demand Response 
Programs.
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Kiplo Smart Engine™ – driving proven value 

Kiplo’s value has been validated with a major blue chip customer. Virtual Power 
Solutions and one of the major Portuguese banks set up a partnership in 2014 for 
improving Energy Efficiency in the bank’s 160+ branches. From project inception, 
VPS has progressively deployed measures to optimise and manage consumption 
during peak loads. The bank has gained granular usage data with which to monetise 
their loads and negotiate energy tariffs with suppliers.

Results from the trial with this major blue chip customer revealed that by upgrading 
the system with Kiplo Smart Engine™ it drove additional benefits of over and above 
15% efficiency savings (minimising energy consumption and waste), helping realise 
up to 20% additional cost savings from the optimisation of consumption loads against 
prevailing tariff structures and indexing the tariffs to the energy market.

Dynamic real-time management of consumption provides significant benefits to all 
stakeholders, including reduced prices for consumers, reduced network costs for 
suppliers and reduced operational costs for network operators. Collaboratively VPS 
and its customer have achieved significant additional cost savings, by using VPS’s 
innovative Kiplo Smart Engine™.
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is an innovative, market leader in the design and operation of dynamic connected platforms, 
providing real-time granular data to consumers, network operators and utilities. Minimising 
consumption by increasing energy efficiency, optimising the time of use and realising the 
monetisation of loads.

With over 10 years of experience, VPS has a proven team of experts with a strong track record of providing 
significant benefits to all stakeholders in the modern energy network. Our aim is to become the largest builder 
and operator of Virtual Power Plants in Europe.

VPS

+351 239 791 400

Portugal         United Kingdom       Brazil


